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ACTIVATE YOUR CEILING
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WHAT DOES A CEILING MEAN TO YOU?
It is often the things we fail to notice that have the
most impact on our well-being
The ceiling above you for instance.
The Rockfon Group develop integrated ceiling
solutions that provide you with better and safer
indoor environments. And we do it by balancing
technical characteristics and design with modern
demands and trends.
We believe in thinking ahead when designing
the buildings that form the physical framework
surrounding us and our children – for a long time.
Our philosophy applies not only to design and daily
use but also to the effect of building materials on
our well-being and performance.
Rockfon ceilings add value to buildings through
pleasing aesthetic qualities and superior functional
characteristics, improving the performance of the
spaces they cover.

...MAYBE THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN A GOOD AND A BAD DAY!
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WHY IS THE CEILING SO IMPORTANT?
Every day, we are surrounded by elements that
interfere with our concentration and well-being. The
noise of a crowded class room, a poorly illuminated
work-space – many stress and fatigue-inducing
factors can influence our performance and health.
Often, these issues must be addressed through
compromises; sacrificing one element for another.
With Rockfon ceilings that need not be the case.

ACOUSTICS

DESIGN

PERFORMANCE

INSTALLATION

You should not have to
compromise between
form and function

Because you can look
good and feel good at the
same time

Health and safety come
first

Great results must not
always require great
effort

Room acoustics have a great
impact on a person’s ability
to concentrate. Rockfon
ceilings absorb sound
creating good acoustic
environments.

Hard materials such as steel
and glass are common in
modern design; but often at
the expense of room
acoustics. The many design
options and acoustic
qualities of Rockfon ceilings
let you create the look and
feel you want.

In a fire, the stability of
building materials is vital.
Rockfon ceilings resist
the highest temperatures
contributing to longer
evacuation time. Rockfon
ceilings are inorganic and
resist moulds and bacteria
known to cause allergy and
disease.

Rockfon ceiling tiles are light
weight and easy to cut;
saving time, effort and
waste. And they allow for
easy access to concealed
service installations.

…BECAUSE QUALITY OF LIFE MATTERS!
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TAMING THE VIOLENT FORCES OF NATURE…
Inspired by the powerful forces of volcanoes erupting, liquid lava is rapidly cooled
to form the well-known Rockwool® stone wool that is the core of all Rockfon
products. A subsidiary of Rockwool® International, the world’s largest producer of
stone wool, we have 70 years of experience in this process.
The production process is environmentally friendly and when reaching the
end of their useful life, Rockfon ceilings can be recycled along with production waste.
Put simply, old material is put back into the furnace ensuring a sustainable
production process.
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Rockfon transform stone wool into ceiling tiles in numerous shapes and sizes,
delivering architectural possibilities, not limitations. At the same time, we preserve
and improve the inherent properties of stone wool.
The result is a long-lasting ceiling that will enhance your space for years

…WE QUIET DOWN YOUR WORLD
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A SOLUTION TO EVERY CHALLENGE.

TEC Frederiksberg Technical College, Koral, Denmark
Class room acoustics impact on people’s learning capability enormously – the
sound absorbing qualities in Rockfon ceilings ensure an optimum acoustic
environment.

Swimming pool Tongelreep, Fibral Baffles, The Netherlands
The non-hygroscopic and humidity resistant features combined with a high
degree of sound absorption make this Rockfon solution ideal for swimming
environments.

OFFICE
HEALTHCARE
EDUCATION
DWR Amsterdam,
Fibral Alu, The Netherlands
This Rockfon solution offers
excellent acoustic properties and
design features which integrate
perfectly into the lounge area.
Photo: DWR Amsterdam - Architect: Studio Herman Hertzberger, Amsterdam (NL) - Product: Fibral Alu (NL)

INDUSTRY
LEISURE
RETAIL
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WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF ACTIVE CEILINGS
In the Rockfon Group, we believe that the ceiling is a meaningful, integrated and valuable part of a building, and that
belief forms the basis for all our actions.
Our developers are in continuous dialogue with designers and installers to learn about their desires and experiences.
This input helps us develop modern and future-oriented solutions and tailor them to your wishes.
But our work really only starts there.
We can guide you to the ceiling solution that meets your needs, in functional and aesthetic terms. Our field staff provide
you with technical guidance and consultancy on the integration of mechanical elements in the ceiling. Our customer
service departments are ready to service you, and our logistics function ensures timely delivery from any of our four
production facilities across Europe.
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To provide you with key information about Rockfon ceiling solutions, our web sites are always available with up-to-date
information and inspiration. Just type in www.rockfon.com.

The Rockfon Group services a number of markets and delivers from facilities across Europe. We are always nearby with
advisory services, delivery service and follow-up. Choosing a ceiling solution is an important decision for the quality and
performance of the building interiors but it need not be difficult. The Rockfon Group is there for you.

WELCOME TO THE ROCKFON® GROUP
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ACTIVATE YOUR CEILING
Rockfon® develop intelligent ceiling solutions which actively address
a number of important issues in modern buildings and renovation
projects.
Rockfon products are known for their design, aesthetics and ease of
installation; coupled with the key performance features of superior fire
resistance and acoustics.
This ensures that our ceiling solutions are among the highest performing,
most cost effective and time efficient in today’s interiors market.
The comprehensive ceiling solution portfolio from Rockfon ensures that our
customers are able to actively add value to the construction process, by
ultimately creating superior interior environments.
That is why we say “ACTIVATE YOUR CEILING”.

Rockfon Group
www.rockfon.com
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